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Illinois State University
Illinois Shakespeare Festival

Dear friends and patrons,

STATE Or ILLINOIS

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
SPRINGFIELD 62706

Greetings:
As Governor of Illinois, it is my pleasure to
extend a warm welcome to everyone attending
and participating in the 1990 Illinois
Shakespeare Festival.

I am sure that everyone attending the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival this year will have a marvelous and exciting time. For newcomers, it will
be a fun-filled experience, not to be forgotten.
For the people returning for another year, it will
be like visiting an old friend ... comfortable, yet
full of surprises.

This Festival is a unique opportunity to
experience the excitement and excellence the
Shakespearean performers have to offer. Many
people have contributed a great deal over the
years to make this a time to be enjoyed by the
whole family. I am happy to commend everyone
for the hard work and dedication exhibited in
making this one of the finest Shakespeare
Festivals in existence.
On behalf of the citirens of Illinois, please accept
my sincere best wishes for a most enjoyable and
successful festival, and the best of luck to all of
you in the future.

Welcome to the thirteenth annual Illinois
Shakespeare Festival. Like other youngsters on
the brink of adolescence, the Festival looks back
on a childhood of accomplishments and forward to an adulthood of challenges. In the last
twelve years, the Festival has developed a loyal
audience and a reputation in central Illinois for
solid artistry. It is time to expand that reputation beyond the boundaries of Illinois, and we
have taken several steps to do so. Some are
small, such as building a new rainstage so that
audience members coming from elsewhere can
be assured of seeing a performance, no matter
what the weather is like. Some steps are larger:
we are filming yet another educational video
this summer to add to Shakespeare on Stage
and Simply Poetry. These award-winning series
have not only brought poetry to life for countless high school students across the nation but
also have helped the Festival financially.
And that is where the challenge lies. Salaries
have not been raised in seven years. For eleven
weeks, our artists and artisans work nine hours
a day, six days a week, for which they receive
an average salary of $1100, or $1.85 an hour.
Little surprise that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find people willing to come to
Bloomington-Normal from New York, Los
Angeles, or even Chicago when they can earn
minimum wage at home. To even sustain the
Festival, we must find new sources of funds.
We have invited consultants to meet with us
this summer, but we welcome all ideas.
In the meantime, we want to thank those who
are already helping us. These include: the
Illinois Shakespeare Society, the Illinois Arts
Council, the Illinois Bureau of Tourism, and the
ISU Foundation. We gratefully acknowledge
the support of numerous individuals, businesses
and corporations, including those who are
recognized on our program pages.
As theatre artists, our rewards come from
serving and entertaining our audiences. Thank
you for giving us this opportunity.

~~Cal Pritner
Artistic Director

~~

Illinois State University
Office of the President

Dear Shakespeare Festival Patrons:
Barbara and I have eagerly anticipated our
second Shakespeare Festival season. We so
much enjoyed last year's program that we are
looking forward to again experiencing this
unique event in our community. We are proud
that Illinois State University hosts this special
event and are pleased to present it at such a
beautiful and appropriate setting as Ewing
Manor.
The Festival offers something for everyone and
this year's productions, Much Ado About
Nothing, The Rivals, and Julius Caesar, promise
to perpetuate the tradition. We are grateful
for your support and enthusiasm for the Shakespeare Festival and are certain that you will find
this year's series another enjoyable one.

~C)~
Thomas P. Wallace
President

ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

Illinois State University
College of Fine Arts
Department of Theatre
presents the 1990
Illinois Shakespeare Festival

Much Ado
About Nothing
June 28, July 1, 7, 10, 13, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, August 3

The Rivals
June 29, July 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 26, 29, August 1, 4

Julius Caesar
June 30, July 3, 6, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, August 2

Cal Pritner
Artistic Director

John Stefano

Managing Director
Chair, Department of Theatre

Peter Guither
General Manager

The 1990 Illinois Shakespeare Festival is made possible in part by funding
and support provided by the Illinois State University Foundation; the Illinois
Arts Council - a state agency; the Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs, Bureau of Tourism; the Town of Normal; the State Farm
Employees Association; and Illinois State University, the College of Fine
Arts, the Department of Theatre as well as through individual memberships in
the Illinois Shakespeare Society.

The Pantagraph

Alvin Goldfarb
Dean, College of Fine Arts

JOHN SIPES
Associate Artistic Director/
Festival Fight Coach/
Movement Coach/Brutus
(Julius Caesar)

CALPRITNER

Artistic Director/
Director-Julius Caesar
Artistic Director of the Festival
since its inception, Cal has
directed Festival productions of
Measure for Measure, As You
Like It, Cymbeline, The Taming
of the Shrew, and Macbeth As
ISU Theatre Department Chair
from 1970 to 1981, he directed
numerous plays, including One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
which was selected to be presented at the Kennedy Center.
Cal's extensive professional acting
credits include Chicago Story,
Hunter, and The A-Team for
ABC television, and The Speck
Murders on HBO. His most
recent acting project was in
Scenes from the Death of
Woyzeck, which premiered at
ISU in January and was performed in New York in May.

An ISU Assistant Professor of
Theatre, John holds an M.F.A.
from Indiana University and a
certificate from the Ecole du
Mime d'Etienne Decroux in
Paris. A certified actor/combatant of the Society of American
Fight Directors, John serves as
Fight Choreographer /Movement
Coach at ISU. John played
Fluellen in Henry Vat the Utah
Shakespeare Festival, Clov in
Endgame at ISU and his directing
credits include Phaedra for ISU
and Romeo and Juliet for the
Festival in 1986 and Henry V
in 1989. John recently played
Woyzeck in Scenes From the
Death of Woyzeck which was
performed at ISU in January and
was presented in New York this
past May.

JOHN STEFANO
Managing Director

PETER GUITHER

John, the new Chairperson of the
Theatre Department, received his
B.A. in Theatre from Pomona
College, his M.F.A. from the
University of California, Riverside, and his Ph.D. from UCLA,
where he wrote his dissertation
on Caliban, the monster in
Shakespeare's The Tempest He
came to ISU from Emporia State
University (Cal Pritner's alma
mater) where he served as Director of Theatre and producer of
one of the oldest summer theatres
in the Midwest. John was Assistant Professor of Theatre and Consultant to the School of Law at
Southern Methodist University
before joining the faculty at
Emporia State. John is also a professional actor and made his
Equity debut in Henry IV, Part I
at the Mark Taper Forum in Los
Angeles, a production starring the
late Victor Buono as Falstaff and
William Devane as Hotspur.
John has directed more than
thirty plays, including The
Taming of the Shrew, worked as
Literary Advisor to the Dallas
Shakespeare Festival, published
on the topic of persuasion in
Litigation, and served as an
officer of several professional
associations. He and his wife,
Sally, a professional educator and
administrator in her own right,
have worked on a number of artsin-education projects together,
including their two children,
David (10) and Andrew (8).
They are happy to be in Illinois.

Peter returns to the Festival for
his second season. Before coming
to ISU's Department of Theatre
as General Manager and Assistant
Department Chair in 1988, Peter
was the General Manager for
the Coming Summer Theatre in
Coming, New York and served as
a Theatrical Associate for Katz
Productions in New York where
he worked as liaison between
producers, presenters, and theatres
on and off Broadway, including
the Broadway production of Big
River. While on the East Coast,
Peter also served as the Executive
Director for the Gregg Smith
Singers. Peter received his M.F.A.
in Performing Arts Management
from Brooklyn College, City University of New York.

COLDWELL BANKER Heart Of America Realtors
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General Manager

This is John's sixth year directing
for the Festival. His previous productions were The Tempest
(1986), The Two Gentlemen of
Verona (1984), The Comedy of
Errors (1982), The Merry Wives
of Windsor (1980), and Macbeth
(1978). In 1979 John also
designed and directed the Green
Show. A faculty member at ISU
since 1966, John has written and
published a number of articles
and a textbook, The Art of
Directing written with Ralph
Bellas, published by Wadsworth
and his book, Acting in the Space
Between, is currenty in revision.
He has also written several plays.
His Martin Luther: Apostle of
Defamce was produced in 1980
at the Body Politic Theatre in
Chicago and subsequently toured.
Recently, The Third Richard
premiered in San Francisco in the
Fall of 1988. A revised version of
the play will be produced at ISU
next Spring. John received the
prestigious "Outstanding
Researcher Award" from ISU.
In 1985 he directed the play
Carnival· The Schumanns at the
28th Street Theatre in New York
City. He has directed over forty
productions during his career in
college theatre. As a professional
actor, John appeared in an NBCTV movie, The A wakening Land,
and played a principal role in
Life on the Mississippi for PBS.
Last summer John played a leading role in a short film "Notes
From a Lady at a Dinner Party"
which opened in LA last Fall.
John has been very active in a
number of professional organizations. A graduate of the College
of Wooster in Ohio, John
received his M.A. from Ohio
State University and his Ph.D.
from the University of Florida.

ALVIN GOLDFARB
Dean-College of Fine Arts

BARBARA FELMLEY FUNK
Festival Executive Director/
Assistant to the Dean, College
of Fine Arts/Executive
Director, Illinois Shakespeare
Society

Barbara, in her sixth year with the
Festival, coordinates business
functions for the Festival, initiates
fund raising efforts and grant
proposals for the Illinois Shakespeare Society and acts as liaison
with the University Development
Office. In addition, Barbara prepares public relations materials,
handles reservations, and is
budget coordinator for the Madrigal Dinners. She also assists the
Dean with College of Fine Arts
functions. A native of the twin
cities, Barbara is the granddaughter of former ISU president
David Felmley.

An ISU faculty member for
thirteen years, Alvin joined the
Theatre Department in 1977 and
became Department Chair in
1981. He assumed the position of
Dean of Fine Arts on September 1,
1988. Alvin received his Ph.D.
from the City University of New
York Graduate Center and prior
to coming to ISU taught at
Queens College, Hunter College,
City College of New York, and
St. John's University. Alvin is the
co-author of Living Theatre and
the forthcoming Theatre: The
Lively Art with Edwin Wilson,
theatre critic of the Wall Street
Journal. Alvin resides in
Bloomington with his wife,
Elaine, and their two children,
Deborah and Jason.

Festival
Directors

CALVIN MacLEAN
Director-The Rivals

We welcome Cal back to the
Festival as this season's Guest
Director. Seasoned audience
members might remember Cal's
work as an actor for several seasons in the early 80's, as Francis
Flute in l980's A Midsummer
Night's Dream, or Antipholus in
1981 's A Comedy of Errors, or
Autolycus in that season's A
Winter's Tale, among others. For
the past six years he has worked
in Chicago both directing and
acting. Cal has served as Artistic
Director for the Commons Theatre where he directed A Touch of
the Poet and The Three Sisters,
both of which earned nominations from the Joseph Jefferson
Committee for outstanding production and direction. He has also
directed A Comedy of Errors for
the Free Shakespeare Company,
the long running musical review
Personals at The Halsted Street
Theatre, To Gillian on Her 37th
Birthday as a Guest Artist at
Aurora University, and most
recently, Jacques and His Master
at the Commons. Cal is married
to Chicago actress Rebecca
MacLean, formerly Rebecca
O'Bleness, who he met here at
the Festival in 1980.

CALPRITNER
Director-Julius Caesar
see Festival Executive Staff

JOHNW.KIRK
Director-Much Ado About
Nothing

Brad Barker Honda
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Synopsis
Perhaps nowhere else in
Shakespeare's plays is there a
more perfectly matched couple
than Beatrice and Benedick.
Both are announced misogynists. It's not that they hate
the opposite sex - it's just that
neither has found the combination of virtues that would be
worthy of their serious consideration. They do fall in love, of
course, aided by the trickery of
their friends who have grown
weary of their sarcasms.
Beatrice and Benedick meet
in the home of Leonato.
Benedick and his friend Claudio
have returned from the wars in

the company of Don Pedro and
his bastard brother, Don John.
Claudio immediately falls in
love with Leonato's lovely
daughter, Hero; and Hero, for
her part, is just as smitten by
him. A marriage is arranged.
The couple must endure the
caustic derision of Benedick and
Hero's cousin Beatrice, but
greater dangers than derision
threaten the marriage.
Don John, embittered by
the privilege of his legitimate
brother, Don Pedro, and
jealous of the honor that his
brother has bestowed on young

-;.~

---

Claudio, contrives a scheme to
discredit Hero's virtue and
break off the marriage. The plot
succeeds, and the distraught
Hero retires from society. It is
given out that she is dead.
Don John's plot is discovered
by the inept constable Dogberry. Claudio, still believing
that Hero is dead, begs
Leonato's forgiveness, pledging
his life in recompense for the
loss of Leonato's daughter.
The twists and turns of the
plot, the confusions and mistaken identities, could only be
resolved by Shakespeare.
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MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
Director
John Kirk
Set Design
Kent Goetz
Costume Design
Ruth Howell
Lighting Design
J. William Ruyle
Sound Design
Steve Cordle
Assistant Costume Designer
Tona Schenck
Vocal Coach
Barbara Acker
Associate Lighting Designer
Laura Manteuffel
Master Electrician
Seth Hible
Stage Manager
Jennifer S. Rudnicke
Deck Manager
David Lee-Painter
Technical Director
Dan Browder
Assistant Technical Director
Joseph Champelli

Don Pedro, prince of Arragon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Michael Wollensak
Don John, his bastard brother
Philip E. Johnson
Claudio, a young lord of Florence
Charles Constant
Benedick, a young lord of Padua
Troy Dunn
Leonato, the Governor
David Kortemeier
Antonio, his brother
Paul Sandberg
Balthasar, attendant on Don Pedro
Mike Mitchell
Conrade, follower of Don John
Larry Eskridge
Borachio, follower of Don Jo
Robert Caisley
Friar Francis
Larry Eskridge
Dogberry, a constable
Rick Plummer
Verges, a headboroug
Reginald Hayes
A Sexton
Philip E. Johnson
Hero, daughter to Leonato
Shira Piven
Beatrice, niece to Leonato
Chris Banholzer
Margaret, gentlewoman attending on Hero
Pam Klarup
Ursula, gentlewoman attending on Hero
Jana Barber
Seacoal, watch #2
Paul Sandberg
Watch #1
Matthew Alaksiewicz
Messenge
Robert Caisley
Isabelle, a servant
Elizabeth Forte

Light Board Operator
Jon Jenkins
Sound Operator
Angela Weber
Follow Spot Operators
Annie Nefzger
John Watt
Deck Hand
Timothy Mann
Maintenance
Timothy Mann
Jon Jenkins
Property Master
Timothy Mann

- There will be one 15-minute intermission -

Director's Note
"Nothing Makes the World Go
'Round"

The ironic pun that carries
through all of this witty and
charming play tells us that this
evening we are going to
experience much about love.
Love seems to lurk beneath all
the plots and sub-plots of the
play. Unrequited love, jealousy
about love, the deep effects of the
denial of love in the character of
Don John, all play a part in this
complex and interesting play.
But mostly the play is about
the game of love, and nobody
plays it better than Beatrice and
Benedick. The problem is, as
Hero and Claudio find out, the
game of love isn't really a game
at all. It has to do with the most
important reason we exist!
Because it strikes so very close to
the center of our being, love can
unleash some pretty powerful
forces.
Another continuing theme is
about the consequence of pretension. Whether in the game of
love or in the social sphere, as
Dogberry and his compatriots
reveal, trying to be what you are
not can lead to some pretty
ridiculous situations. And that
problem isn't confined just to the
clowns; being pretentious about
love can make a clown of
anyone, as Beatrice and Benedick
discover.
We hope you enjoy this
evening of Much Ado About
(love: the creative act of making
something out of ... ) Nothing.

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
The Most Famous Beatrice

"This is your charge: you shall
comprehend all vagrom men ...
You shall also make no noise in the streets,
for, for the watch to babble and to talk is
most tolerable and not to be endured."

Starting her acting career at
age 11, Ellen Terry discovered
the role of Beatrice in Much
Ado About Nothing in 1880,
when she was 35. Little did
she know that when she
stepped onto the stage in
Leeds, England, that she
would go on to play Beatrice
until the end of her career.
When she first appeared as
Beatrice on the Leeds stage,
her Benedick was her second
husband Charles Wardell. In
1882, she joined with Henry
Irving who played Benedick
opposite her Beatrice. This
time the setting was the
Lyceum in London. Ellen and
Henry were extremely well
received by the public and are
known today as the best historical performers of the roles
of Beatrice and Benedick.
They played opposite one

- Dogberry in Much Ado About Nothing

Much Ado About Constables

A constable of the watck
Today, when there is a criminal on the loose, you can call the police,
the FBI, CIA, or even "America's Most Wanted," but in Shakespeare's time you would call a constable. Then again, maybe you
would think twice and take matters into your own hands. The constables of Shakespeare's day were usually illiterate and considered
sleeping on duty part of the job description - along with, of course,
keeping a close "watch" on the local ale houses.
During the search for the Babington conspirators (who plotted to kill
Queen Elizabeth), twelve constables were detached to help find the
criminals and were discovered by Lord Burghley, one of the Queen's
principal ministers, in a group at an ale house. He observed:
[I] asked them wherefore they stood there. And one of
them answered, "To take three young men." And
demanding how they should know the persons, one
answered with these words, "Marry, my lord, by intelligence of their favour." "What mean you by that?"
quoth L "Marry, "said they, "one of the parties hath a
hooked nose. " ''And have you, " quoth I, "no other
mark?" ''No," saith they ... These watchmen stand so
openly in plumps as no suspected person will come
near them; and if they be no better instructed but to
find three persons by one of them having a hooked
nose, they may miss thereof
Shakespeare drew his most comic characters out of real life and his
observance of people around him. Constable Dogberry, and his lieutenant, Verges, are prime examples of Shakespeare's talent of observation. In this case, however, Shakespeare may have done much of his
observation even closer to home - his father was a Constable.

n
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another for 2 years and 212
performances, including an
American tour.
When the Lyceum partnership came to an end, she went
into theatrical management
with her husband Gordon
Craig. Even though Ellen
played Beatrice in their production of Much Ado, the
company failed. Terry, however, was still acclaimed for
her performance. George
Bernard Shaw told her, "Your
Beatrice is a rather credible
performance, considering that
I didn't stage manage it."
Directors today often still
look for a bit of Ellen Terry.
Her Beatrice was famous for
a sunny disposition and
generous loyalty to Hero in
her distress; she was a great
lady of charm1 wit, and selfconfidence.

Festival
Designers

Returning for her third year with
the Festival, Laura comes to us
from Rutgers University in New
Jersey where she has just completed her B.F.A. in design. While
at Rutgers, Laura designed the
lighting for Rashorrwn, Gianni
Schiccht and the world premiere
of Papal Bull She has had the
privilege of assisting such Broadway names as F. Mitchell Dana
and Jane Reisman. In her spare
time Laura enjoys sailing and
horseback riding.

J. WILLIAM RUYLE
Festival Lighting Designer/
Scenic Designer-Julius Caesar

KENT GOETZ
Scenic Designer-Much Ado
About Nothing/The Rivals
Kent Goetz received his Master of
Fine Arts degree in Scene Design
from the University of Wisconsin
at Madison in 1982. Since then
he has served as a scenic artist in
East Coast theatres such as The
Long Wharf, The Hartford Stage,
The Goodspeed Opera and the
Juilliard School. Professionally,
he has designed scenery and lights
for The Body Politic in Chicago,
The Madison Repertory Theatre,
the Madison Opera, the Fireside
Theatre in Wisconsin, The
American Music Theatre in Connecticut, The Maine State Music
Theatre, and the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Prior to joining
the Department of Theatre at
IDinois State University in 1988,
Kent taught design and headed
the Design and Technical Production Program for the School of
Drama at Illinois Wesleyan University. Kent serves on the Executive Board of the United States
Institute of Theatre Technology
Midwest Section.

Shakespeare
Games
Choose the works of literature
upon which Shakespeare based
some of his plays.
1. Which epic poem was the
basis of Troilus and Cressida?
a. The Odyssey
b. Thelliml
c. Lysistrata
d. The Way of Lau Tzu

2. Which collection of stories
was the source of All's Well That
Ends Well?
a. The Canterbury Tales
b. Gargantua
c. Le More d'Arthur
d. The Decameron

This is Bill's fourth season as Resident Lighting Designer. An ISU
Professor of Design, his Festival
credits include scene designs for
Hamlet (1986), King Lear
(1985), The Taming of the Shrew
(1984), Julius Caesar (1981),
The Winter's Tale (1981), and
Romeo and Juliet (1980). Bill has
designed sets and lights for
numerous ISU productions, as
well as designing for The University of Missouri. He designed for
the Bailiwick Repertory and
looks forward to designing for the
Sterling Theatre in Chicago this
fall. Bill has just returned from a
Sabbatical Leave in New York
and Milwaukee. He is a member
of the United States Institute for
Theatre Technology and resides
in Normal with his wife Carol.

3. Upon whose biographical
works was Julius Caesar based?
a. Plutarch
c. Plato
b. Sophocles
d. Ovid
STEVE CORDLE
Sound Designer/Scene Shop
Technician
Steve, a senior at ISU, returns to
the Festival for his third year. He
is currently pursuing his B.S. in
Theatre Design from ISU. Steve
hails from Peoria and while at
ISU has been Property Master for
The House of Bernarda Alba and
has designed sound for Cyrano
De Bergerac, The Skin of Our
Teeth, Landscape of the Body, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, and
the world premiere of The Thirteenth Thom. In his spare time
Steve likes to go skydiving and
play Nintendo.

4. Which romantic story was the
source for As You Like It?
a. The Lady of the Lake by
Sir Walter Scott
b. Don Quixote by Miguel de
Cervantes
c. Rosalynde by Thomas

Lodge
d. The Faerie Queene by

Edmund Spenser
5. Which prose romance provided the Gloucester subplot for
King Lear?
a. Mother Bambie by John
Lyly
b. Tamburlaine the Great
by Christopher Marlowe
c. The Arcadia by Sir Philip
Sidney
d. Paradise Lost by John
Milton

Answers on Page 23.
LAURA MANTEUFFEL
Festival Associate Lighting
Designer /Lighting DesignerThe Rivals

Central Supply Company
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Festival
Designers

College and her M.S. in Art at
ISU. This past spring, Tona
designed costumes for the Freestage The Flying Doctor and the
world premiere of The Thirteenth
Thom In her free time Tona
enjoys playing the piano, drawing
and reading.

played Polonius in the Festival.
His professional designs include
The House and The Three Sisters
for Steppenwolf Theatre. He most
recently co-designed Jacques and
his Master with Susan A. Thetard
for Chicago's Commons Theatre.
Frank has an M.F.A. in Design
from the University of Texas at
Austin.

MARY ANNE WALL
Assistant Costume DesignerThe Rivals

Traveling from The University
of Alabama, Mary Anne returns
to the Festival for her second
summer. She designed costumes
for productions of 5th of July,
The Wager, Comedy of Errors,
and Of Mice and Men at U of A.
Last summer she was the
Assistant Designer for the Festival's She Stoops To Conquer.
Mary Anne has just received her
M.F.A. in Costume Design from
the University of Alabama this
past May.

RUTH HOWELL
Costume Designer-Much Ado
About Nothing

With an M.F.A. in Theatre/
Costuming from ISU and a B.A.
in English from the University of
Georgia, Ruth returns to the
Festival for her second season.
The last time she was here she
designed costumes for The
Taming of the Shrew in 1984.
She has had a variety of experiences working with Ballets,
Operas, Colleges, and Professional Companies across the
country, including theatres in
Anchorage, Chicago, New York,
D.C., and Atlanta.

DANWILHELM
Costume Designer-The Rivals

An Associate Professor and
Director of Graduate Studies for
the ISU Theatre Department,
Dan is in his eighth season with
the Festival. He has previously
designed costumes for Comedy of
E"ors, Twelfth Night, The
Tempest, Cymbeline, Pericles,
Macbeth, and She Stoops To
Conquer. Dan has an M.F.A. in
Production Design from Ohio
University and has taught at California State University at Fullerton, the University of Delaware,
and Ohio University. Professionally, he has designed for the
Grove Shakespeare Festival in
California; the Philadelphia
Company; the Encompass Theatre and thel3th Street Theatre,
both in New York; and Chicago's
Bailiwick Repertory.

FRANK C. VYBIRAL
Costume Designer-Julius
Caesar

Frank, the co-curator of the
current Ewing Museum exhibit,
returns to the Festival for his
thirteenth season, having designed
Richard Ill, King Lear, The
Merchant of Venice, Much Ado
About Nothing, Measure for
Measure, Henry W Part I,
Twelfth Night, and The Merry
Wives of Windsor. In 1986, he

TONA SCHENCK

Assistant Costume DesignerMuch Ado About Nothing
Tona is currently pursuing her
M.F.A. in Theatre at ISU. She
received her B.A. from Eureka

Forget-Me-Not-Flowers
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STEVEN MILLER
Assistant Costume DesignerJulius Caesar

Steven first came to the Festival
in 1982 as an Assistant Costumer
for Henry W Part II, designed
Henry Vlast summer, and is now
in his fifth season with the Festival. Steven received his M.F.A.
in Costume Design from ISU in
1987 and is now Costume Designer/Faculty Member for Western
Maryland College where he
recently designed The Castle of
Ontranto (a world premiere
opera), Androcles and the Lion, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, and
The Hairy Ape. Other credits
include designs for eight Gilbert
and Sullivan operas for the
Young Victorian Theatre Company in Baltimore, Towson State
University, and the Theatre on
the Hill, also in Baltimore. After
Julius Caesar opens here at the
Festival, Steven will be returning
to Maryland where he will open a
production of Romeo and Juliet
he has designed there.

THE APPAREL OFT PROCLAIMS THE MAN
My lord, as I was sewing in my closet,
Lord Hamlet, with his doublet all unbraced,
No hat upon his head, his stockings foul'd,
Ungarter'd and down-gyved to his ancle;
Pale as his shirt, his knees knocking each other,
And with a look so piteous in purport
As if he had been loosed out of hell
To speak of horrors, he comes before me.

i.....-----

Once the performances begin, the routine changes. The costume
crew then works to repair damages, launder minor costume pieces, help
actors dress during quick changes, and steam or press costumes as the
need arises. Major costume pieces are generally not laundered due to the
time and expense and the delicacy of the fabrics used. Each costume is
sprayed with an antibacterial solution after every performance to prevent
mildew.

- Ophelia in Hamlet

Special Problems, Creative Solutions
While the Festival's costume designs are extremely creative, that
creativity also extends into the actual construction of the costumes. When
a look is required that can't be bought "off the rack" (more often than
not), the staff finds a new way to achieve it.
- To get the right look and feel of the costumes to fit the period,
many unusual fabrics must be located. Interestingly, one of the best
sources is drapery fabric. The patterns often are more appropriate than
those available in fabric supply houses today. New styles in draperies
have made this task increasingly difficult, so the Festival encourages
people to donate their old drapes to the Costume Shop.
- The striping on the costumes of the Senators in this year's Julius
Caesar was created through air-brushing. The proper costume paint was
applied with a compressor system and essentially spray-painted on the
costumes.
- Quite often, special jewelry, medals, or other accessories are
needed to fit a very particular description. Rather than making these
entirely from scratch, the shop will find cheap jewelry from department
stores or rummage sales and use these items as a base for creating the
item needed .
- The effect of the crinkled fabric used in the costumes of Hero
and Beatrice in Much Ado About Nothing was achieved by wetting the
fabric and then microwaving it.
- The armor for last year's production of Henry V needed to be
authentic-looking, lightweight so the actors could move, and not sound
like plastic when struck with a sword. Designer Steve Miller worked
with A.T. Jones and Sons in Baltimore to design and construct armor
especially for the Festival. The armor was made from treated fiberglass, which looked and sounded like metal, but was much lighter. The
molds for the pieces of armor were taken from authentic armor from
England.

The Illinois Shakespeare Festival Costume Shop
The costume shop is staffed with twelve people each working six days
a week, ten hours a day, to produce the ninety-some costumes used in this
year's Festival. The duties of the staff are extremely varied as the costume
shop is responsible for everything from designing costumes to making
jewelry and hats to dyeing fabrics and altering the shape and texture of
materials. While most costumes are completely constructed by the shop,
they also look for appropriate items in their inventory or through rentals
from other theatres around the country and alter them to fit the production.
Due to the requirements of period costumes, the materials alone may run
anywhere from $250-$500 (men's costumes generally cost less).

It
'

.,

She did commend my yellow stockings of late, she
did praise my leg being cross-gartered; and in this
she manifests herself to my love.
- Malvolio in Twelfth Night

From Sketch to Reality: Ruth Howell's design for Beatrice in

Special Museum Exhibit

Much Ado About Nothing
The costume designers begin during the winter and early spring,
meeting with the director and other designers to determine the time
period and "look" of the show, including coordinating colors with the
lighting and scene design, and the mood of the production. When the
actors arrive in May, they are measured on the very first day, and the
race is on to complete all the costumes in time.
The costume staff shudders at the mere mention of "crowd scenes."
Many times a production will call for a group of townspeople or soldiers
to appear on stage for a brief moment. Each of these people must be
dressed in appropriate costumes (often layers of clothing) when they may
be actually seen for only a few seconds.

This summer, the Ewing Museum of Nations, located in the
northeast wing of the Manor, is featuring a special exhibit titled "Much
Ado About Costumes: A Retrospective of 12 years of the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival." The exhibit is curated by Susan Anhalt Thetard
and Frank Vybiral, assisted by John Gergel. Please stop by the museum
and see a variety of costumes from the history of the Festival. Special
museum hours during the summer are: Tuesday through Sunday,
6:00 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.

Special T's Party Comer
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Synopsis
In the charming resort spa
of Bath, the rivals for the
affections of the lovely Lydia
Languish gather. Lydia has
been encouraging a young
ensign named Beverly, a man
she believes to be without
income, without social position,
and rapturously without the
approval of her guardian aunt,
Mrs. Malaprop. Mrs. Malaprop
arranges for her niece to meet
Captain Jack Absolute, the son
of her friend Sir Anthony Absolute. This new rival might cause
Ensign Beverly some concern
were it not for the fact that

Captain Absolute and Ensign
Beverly are one and the same.
Meanwhile Mrs. Malaprop,
"the queen of the dictionary,"
has her own romantic problems. She has been carrying on
an anonymous correspondence
with a dashing and dangerous
Irishman, Sir Lucius O'Trigger.
Passing love letters through her
clever servant Lucy, Mrs.
Malaprop signs herself only as
"Delia". Sir Lucius thinks that
his "Delia" is the young Miss
Lydia Languish and resolves to
challenge the new rival, Captain
Absolute, to a duel. Likewise,

Bob Acres, a hopelessly inept
country squire and yet another
suitor to Lydia, challenges
Ensign Beverly.
Captain Absolute's problems,
however, pale in comparison to
the difficulties of his friend, Mr.
Faulkland. Faulkland's betrothal to Julia Melville is in
danger and Faulkland has
nothing to blame but his own
doubt and carelessness. Can the
course of true love hope to run
smoothly if there is "suicide,
paracide" and other deadly
goings-on in a Bath field?

THE RIVALS
Director
Calvin MacLean
Set Design
Kent Goetz
Costume Design
Dan Wilhelm
Lighting Design
Laura Manteuffel
Sound Design
Steve Cordle
Assistant Costume Designer
Mary Anne Wall
Vocal Coach
Barbara Acker
Fight Director
John Sipes
Fight Captain
Jana Barber
Master Electrician
Seth Htble
Art reproductions painted by
Kent Goetz
Stage Manager
David Lee-Painter
Assistant Stage Manager
Elizabeth Forte
Deck Manager
Jennifer S. Rudnicke
Technical Director
Dan Browder
Assistant Technical Director
Joseph Champelli
Light Board Operator
Seth Bible
Sound Operator
Thomas Thompson
Deck Hand
Annie Nefzger
Maintenance
Annie Nefzger
Thomas Thompson
Property Master
Annie Nefzger

Sir Anthony Absolute _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rick Plummer
Captain Absolu
Philip E. Johnson
Faulkland
Paul Sandberg
Acres
Charles Constant
Sir Lucius O'Trigger
David Kortemeier
Fag
Larry Eskridge
David
Michael Wollensak
Coachman
Troy Dunn
Mrs. Malaprop
Chris Banholzer
Lydia Languish
Shira Piven
Julia
Pam Klarup
Lucy
Jana Barber
On the Staff of the Hotel
Maitre d'Hotel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Robert Caisley
Manservant #1
Mike Mitchell
Manservant #2
Matthew Alaksiewicz
Manservant #3
Reginald Hayes
Maid
lizabeth Forte

Director's Note
Few comedies blend as gracefully wit, good humor, and
human insight as does Richard,
Brinsley Sheridan's The Rivals.
Sheridan, with The Rivals, began
a career that was to make him
one of the leading playwrights of
his day. Certainly, Sheridan was
as responsible as any other for
developing the genre called the
"Comedy of Manners." But
Sheridan was also a social critic
who eventually served as a
member of Parliament and
became a prominent figure in
society. Sheridan wrote The
Rivals at age twenty-four and the
play reflects its author's youth
and energy. It is often suggested
that the events of the play are
partly autobiographical and that
Elizabeth Linley, Sheridan's soon
to be wife, was the inspiration for
the romance of Jack Absolute
and Lydia Languish. Sheridan
was well familiar with the social
scene of Bath and was an enthusiastic duellist. That The Rivals is
a marvelous comedy there is no
doubt. It is entertaining, lively
and smart. But it also has a point
or two to make regarding love,
romance and human ridiculousness. The troubles these
eighteenth-century people make
for themselves are not that much
different from the troubles we
make for ourselves. Undoubtedly,
it's because we are reminded of
our own ridiculousness that The
Rivals still delights us.

- There will be a gunshot in the performance - There will be one IS-minute intermission -

- - - - - - ~_ _ _ _G_L_A_S_S_S_P_E_C_IAL_T_Y_ _ _
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THE RIVALS
"He ... was for thirty years the most brilliant talker the greatest conversational wit of the splendid circle in
which he moved ... Sheridan's conceptions ... seem
always to have flowed from him with great copiousness and rapidity. But he had taste as well as genius."
Tom Moore's Memoirs of Sheridan

RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN
Richard Brinsley Sheridan was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1751,
son of an actor and a playwright. It is no surprise that theatre was in his
blood. Where he got his keen wit, however, is open to interpretation.
His grandfather lost a promotion due to a particularly inept choice of
sermon on the anniversary of the Hannoverian succession, with the title
"Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." Literary great Dr. Johnson
described Sheridan's father as "dull, naturally dull; but it must have
taken him a great deal of pains to become what we now see him; such
an excess of stupidity, Sir, is not in nature." If his actor/father was
indeed dull, Richard more than made up for it with enough excitement
(not always sought) to fill several lives, beginning with his adventures
with Eliz.abeth Linley.
At age 18, Eliz.abeth Linley's beauty was of an unusual and ethereal kind. She had many admirers, among them a Captain Thomas
Matthews, a supposedly single (though married) man of dishonorable
intentions. In distress, Elizabeth (confiding only in her childhood
friends Richard Sheridan and his sister Alicia) decided to run away
with Richard accompanying her on her "escape." Though she considered him only a friend, Richard's delicacy and compassion during
their venture subsequently won her heart. There was something of
Lydia Languish in Eliz.abeth. Sheridan was 20 when he and Elizabeth
disappeared into a post-chaise bound to London from Bath. In London,

Richard Brinsley Sheridan
the pair booked passage to Dunkirk and were married. When
Matthews heard of the marriage, he posted in the Bath Chronicle a
message to Sheridan calling him "a liar and a treacherous scoundrel."
Sheridan promptly challenged him to a duel, and having mastered
Matthews' sword, conceded him his life. Soon afterwards the Bath
Chronicle ran an apology from Matthews, though he was not satisfied.
A second duel was fought in which Sheridan was badly wounded.
Richard recovered from his duelling and went on to a very full
and rather successful life. He wrote The Rivals when he was 24, apparently drawing a great deal from his own life. Even the marvelous Mrs.
Malaprop may have come from one of Sheridan's own shortcomings.
Moore, his official biographer, noted that Sheridan had difficulty with
spelling. This difficulty may have translated to Mrs. Malaprop's
malapropisms.
mal-a-prop-ism / mal ' - :i - prop - iz - :im / n [Mrs. Malaprop,
character noted for her misuse of words in R.B. Sheridan's
comedy The Rivals (1775)] (1834) 1: a usu. humorous
misapplication of a word sounding somewhat like the one
intended but ludicrously wrong in the context
Webster's Dictionary
Sheridan wrote The Rivals partially in an effort to support himself
so that he and Eliz.abeth wouldn't have to live off her income from
singing. On January 17, 1775, The Rivals was presented to the public.
The play was a flat failure and was withdrawn after two nights.
Fortunately for Sheridan and us, however, 11 days after the failure a
re-written manuscript was presented and the play was produced again
with instant success. Dr. Johnson, who considered Richard's father so
dull, later proclaimed of Sheridan, "He who has written the two best
comedies of his age is surely a considerable man."

Elizabeth Linley

I I
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Acting

Troy played Solyony in The
Three Sisters and most recently,
Peter Stockmann in An Enemy of
the People. Other credits include
Quixote in Man ofLa Mancha
and Sargent Trotter in Mousetrap
at the St. Croix Valley Summer
Theatre. This Fall Troy will begin
the M.F.A. program here at ISU.

Company

CHARLES CONSTANT
Casca (Caesar), Claudio (Much
Ado), Bob Acres (Rivals)

CHRIS BANHOLZER
Calpurnia (Caesar), Beatrice
(Much Ado), Mrs. Malaprop
(Rivals)
Acquiring her M.F.A. in Theatre
Performance from Southern Illinois University in Carbondale,
Chris's roles there included Josie
Hogan in A Moon for the
Misbegotten, Mdme. Pernell in
Tartuffe, and Arkandina in The
Seagull While working at the
Lindenwood Colleges where she
received her B.S. in Theatre,
Chris appeared as Maggie in The
Shad-Ow Box and Titania in A
Midsummer Night's Dream.
Before she began teaching, Chris
worked for five years in Professional and Semi-professional
commercial film and theatre in
Chicago. Presently she is an
Assistant Professor of Theatre at
Clark College in Dubuque, Iowa.
When she returns to Clark she
will be appearing as Meg in
Harold Pinter's The Birthday
Party.

Charles is joining the Festival
Company for his first season.
However, he really knows his
Shakespeare, performing roles
like Orlando in As You Like It
and Macduff in Macbeth in Chicago and Casca in Julius Caesar
in Omaha. His schooling includes
The Ted Liss Studio for the Performing Arts in Chicago and The
London Shakespeare Studio in
London where he received his
Performance Certificate. After the
Festival, Charles will return to
Chicago where he hopes to play
the role of Henry in Henry V.
Charles would like to thank his
friends and family, particularly his
father, for their continued support.

Graduating from ISU's Theatre
Department in 1986, Phil rejoins
the Festival Company for his
second season. His roles include
Claudius in Hamlet, Caliban in
The Tempest, and Oliver in As
You Like It. This self-proclaimed
jester has performed at Medieval
Fairs in Boston and Carver, Massachusetts and will be spicing up
our Green Show this year. He
claims his hobbies include donkey
basketball, equestrian diving, bird
calling, vernal pole climbing, and
incendiary medicine.

LARRY ESKRIDGE
Cinna (Caesar), Conrade/Friar
(Much Ado), Fag (Rivals)
This is Larry's third Festival season after appearing as a member
of the Henry V cast and holding
the Box Office Manager position
last season. He received his
M.F.A. in Acting from ISU this
Spring. While at ISU he has
appeared as Antrobus in The
Skin of Our Teeth, Sir Peter in
School for Scanda£ Peter Quince
in A Midsummer Night's Dream,
and most recently, Krapp in
Krapp's Last Tape.

TROY DUNN
Metellus/Pindarus (Caesar),
Benedick (Much Ado), Coachman (Rivals)
Receiving his B.S. in Performance
from ISU this past May, Troy
joins the Festival for his first
season. While attending ISU,

PHILIP E. JOHNSON
Mark Antony (Caesar), Don
John/Sexton (Much Ado),
Captain Absolute (Rivals)

Beer Nuts, Inc.
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PAMELAKLARUP

Portia (Caesar), Margaret
(Much Ado), Julia (Rivals)
This is Pam's fourth season, having appeared as Kate Hardcastle
in She Stoops to Co1UJuer (1989),
the Countess in All's Well That
Ends Well (1988), and Mariana
in Measure for Measure ( 1987).
At ISU, where she received her
M.F.A. in Acting, Pam was seen
as Elaine in The Miss Firecracker
Contest, Olga in The Three
Sisters, and Blanche in Brighton
Beach Memoirs. Pam received
Irene Ryan Acting Nominations
for her work in As You Like It,
Jacques Bre£ and Ever After.

DAVID KORTEMEIER
Artemidorus/Titinius/Cinna the
Poet (Caesar), Leonato (Much
Ado), Sir Lucius O'Trigger
(Rivals)
With a B.A. in Speech from
Indiana University and an M.F.A.
in Acting from the University of
Louisville, David joins the Festival for his first summer. Previous
roles include Tom in The Glass
Menagerie, Oedipus in Oedipus
Rex, Creon in Antigone, and
Leontes in The Winter's Tale. In
1988 he played the role of
George Tesman in Hedda Gabler
for which he received an Irene
Ryan Nomination. His most
recent project was playing El
Gallo in The Fantasticks for
Shady Lane Playhouse and this
fall David will be an adjunct
member of the theatre faculty at
Illinois Wesleyan University.

SHIRAPIVEN
Caesar's Servant/Plebe
(Caesar), Hero (Much Ado),
Lydia (Rivals)

The Festival welcomes Shira for
her first summer as a Company
Member. Shira grew up in Theatre performing and studying acting with her parents in Chicago.
She attended Bennington College
in Vermont as a Theatre/Music
Major and went on to study
acting in London as well as in
New York with Uta Hagen. As
an actress in Chicago she has
played the title role in Antigone,
Desdemona in Othello, worked
under John Cusack's direction in
the "New Criminals" and appeared in many Chicago theatres
such as American Blues, The
Piven Theatre Workshop, The
Next Theatre, The National Jewish Theatre, and Victory Gardens
where she also teaches.

as the Telegraph Boy and Conventioneer and On Tidy Endings
as Jimmy. Abraham, who has
been in Theatre since childhood,
plays soccer in his spare time and
would like to study Archeology
when he is older.

JOHN SIPES
Brutus (Caesar)
see Festival Executive Staff
PAUL SANDBERG
Cassius (Caesar), Antonio/Seacoal (Much Ado), Faulkland
(Rivals)
Holding a B.F.A. in English/
Theatre from Bowling Green
State University, Paul comes to
the Festival for his first season.
His Shakespearean credits include
Conrade/Benedick in Much Ado
About Nothing for the Cleveland
Playhouse, Lysander in A Midsummer Night's Dream for the
Huron Playhouse and Iago in
Othello, Marlowe in She Stoops
to Conquer, and Orlando in As
You Like It for Bowling Green
State University. His Chicago
credits include Lloyd in Noises
Ojffor the Pegasus Players.

RICK PLUMMER
Julius Caesar (Caesar), Dogberry (Much Ado), Sir Anthony
Absolute (Rivals)
Rick joins the Festival for his first
season with B.A. and M.A.
Degrees in Theatre from Ball State
University and a Ph.D. from
Southern Illinois University. Rick
is an Actor/Combatant with the
Society of American Fight Directors and an Asoociate Professor of
Theatre at The University of
Alabama, where he co-directs the
Acting Program. In addition to
acting credits in television, OffBroadway, summer stock, tour,
dinner theatre, and outdoor drama,
Dr. Plummer has played Macbeth,
Hamlet, Malvolio, and Tybalt for
The Birmingham Shakespeare
Ensemble and the Black Warrior
Shakespeare Company.

ABRAHAM BENJAMIN
SIPES
Lucius (Caesar)
Abraham, a thirteen-year-old
seventh grader at Metcalf Lab
School, joins the Festival for his
first season. Locally, he has
appeared in ISU Theatre performances of The Skin of Our Teeth

Marine Bank of Bloomington-Normal
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MICHAEL WOLLENSAK
Cobbler/Octavius/Caius
Ligarius (Caesar), Don Pedro
(Much Ado), David (Rivals)
Mike returns to the Festival for
histhirdseason,havingappeared
in the Festival shows Comedy of
E"ors, Richard III, All's Well
That Ends We/£ The Tempest,
Hamlet, and As You Like It. His
credits at ISU include Christian in
Cyrano De Bergerac, The
Balcony, The Shaw£ and The
Dragon. As a youngster, he was a
featured reporter on WMAQ
TV's Bubble Gum Digest.
Michael was a recipient of the
1988-1989 ISU-Steppenwolf Fellowship and while at Steppenwolf
understudied three separate roles
in the production of El Salvador
and played Lysander in their outreach program of A Midsummer
Night's Dream.

Acting
Associates

Poet. Other credits include Beauty
in Daughters and Amy Lee in
Laundry and Bourbon.

Transferring to ISU from The
University of Missouri-Columbia
in the Fall of 1989, Efuabetb
joins the Festival for her first season. Her credits at ISU include
Linda in Savage in Limbo and
Rachel in the world premiere of
The Thirteenth Thorn. Other
credits include Emily in Our
Town, Ellen in The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jai, and Elaine
in The Miss Firecracker Contest.

MIKE MITCHELL
Publius/Plebe/Soldier (Caesar),
Balthasar (Much Ado), Errand

Boy/Servant 2 (Rivals)

MATTHEW L. ALAKSIEWICZ
Lepidus/Plebe/Soldier
(Caesar), Watch #1 (Much
Ado), Acres' Servant (Rivals)
Having graduated from ISU
Theatre Department with a B.S.
in Acting this May, Matt joins the
Festival for his first year. His roles
at ISU have included Mr. Smith
in The Bald Soprano and Sir
Harry Bumper in School For
Scandal In 1988, Matt adapted
and directed Usher II based on
the Ray Bradbury novel.

ROBERT CAISLEY
Flavius/Plebe/ Antony's Servant (Caesar), Messenger/
Borachio (Much Ado), Maitre
d'Hotel/Servant 1 (Rivals)
This is Robert's first season with
the Festival after attending Rockford College and Eastern Illinois
University where he has just
received his B.A. in Theatre Arts.
While at Rockford, be appeared
as Covielle in The Would Be
Gentleman, Ned Weeks in The
Normal Heart, and William Carlos Williams in The Turtle Gets
There Too. At Eastern he appeared as Tyrone in Long Day's
Journey Into Night. His Shakespearean credits include Caliban in
The Tempest and Proteus in The
Two Gentlemen of Verona. Rob's
writing credits include the script
Once More.Unto the Breach, published by Aran Press.

REGINALD C. HAYES
Soothsayer/Soldier/Octavius'
Servant (Caesar), Verges (Much
Ado), Tailor/Haberdasher/
Servant 3 (Rivals)
Returning to the Festival for his
second season, Reggie is a senior
at ISU. Last season he appeared as
John Rugby in The Merry Wives
of Windsor, Tom Twist in She
Stoops To Conquer, and The
Duke of Exeter in Henry V. Other
credits include George in ISU's
production of A Raisin in the Sun,
and he was in Master Harold and
the Boys and PVT Wars.

JOHN SPEARS
Carpenter/Popilius/Lucilius
(Caesar)
John joins the Festival staff for bis
first season. His training includes
African PerCUS5ion at Parkland
College, Physiology at The University of Illinois, and he is currently
pursuing bis B.S. in Acting from
ISU where be has appeared as the
Warden in the world premiere of
The Thirteenth Thom, Jake in A
Lie of the Mind, Walter Lee in A
Raisin in the Sun, and Sam in
Master Harold and the Boys. Other
acting credits include Rake in Balm
In Gilead, Lovin' Al in Working,
and the Old Man in Sweet Charity.

JANA BARBER
Plebe (Caesar), Ursula (Much
Ado), Lucy (Rivals)
A recipient of a B.S. in Theatre
from ISU, Jana returns for her
second summer with the Festival.
She bas appeared in the roles of
Petra in A Little Night Music,
Bernarda in The House of Bernarda Alba, Beth in A Lie of the
Mind, and Sara in A Touch of the

A sophomore in Theatre Education at ISU, "Mitch" joins the Festival for his first season. He has
appeared as James Leeds in
Children of a Lesser God and
George in Of Mice and Men for
the Illinois State High School
Association plays in 1988 and
1989. When not working on the
Festival, Mitch spends his time
playing baseball and tennis.

ELIZABETH FORTE
Plebe (Caesar), Servant (Much
Ado), Maid (Rivals)

Jean's Flower Basket
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Synopsis
Triumphant from war,
lionized by the populace, and
recipient of unprecedented
honors, the presence of Julius
Caesar now threatens the
Roman Republic. Despite Caesar's having pardoned Brutus
and Cassius for sidint with
Pompey in the recent war, a
group of conspirators, led by
Brutus and Cassius, plot to
murder Caesar fearing that he
will be crowned king. The
, respected Brutus, a descendant

. tlee. Antony, Octavius (Caesar's
of one of the founders of the
nephew), and Lepidus take
Republic and one of Caesar's
closest friends, is persuaded to
command of the state and lead
lead the conspirators. Despite
an army against the conspirawarning omens, on the Ides of
tors who are now in personal
March Caesar attends his
conflict. The weary Brutus
appointment at the Capitol,
grieves over his wife's suicide
where he is assassinated. Brutus and is plagued with visions of
explains the brutal actto the
the murdered Caesar. Cassius,
throng, but Marc Antony, with
believing his troops routed,
his masterful funeral oration, so
commits suicide, and Brutus, in
stirs the populace with his eloabsolute despair, follows to his
own death.
quence, that he turns the mob
against the conspirators who

JULIUS CAESAR
Director
Cal Primer
Set Design
J. William Ruyle
Costume Design
Frank Vybiral
Lighting Design
J. William Ruyle
Sound Design
Steve Cordle
Assistant Costume Designer
Steve Miller
Vocal Coach
Barbara Acker
Fight Director
John Sipes
Fight Captain
Jana Barber
Associate Lighting Designer
Laura Manteuffel
Master Electrician
Seth Htble
Stage Manager
Nancy Benjamin
Deck Manager
Scott Walters
Technical Director
Dan Browder
Assistant Technical Director
Joseph Champelli
Light Board Operator
Seth Htble
Sound Operator
Tom Thompson
Follow Spot Operators
Timothy Mann
Jon Jenkins
Deck Hand
Angela Weber
Maintenance
Angela Weber
Seth Htble
Property Master
Angela Weber

Julius Caesar _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rick Plummer
Calpurnia, wife to Caesar
Chris Banbolzer
A Servant to Caesar
Shira Piven
Triumvirs After the Death of Julius Caesar
Marcus Antonius _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __cbilip E. Johnson
Octavius Caesar - - - - - - - - - - Michael Wollensak
M. Aemilius Lepidus _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Matthew Alaksiewicz
Soldiers to Antony and Octavius _ _ _ _ _ Matthew Alaksiewicz
Reginald Hayes
Mike Mitchell
A Servant to Antony _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Robert Caisley
A Servant to Octavius
Reginald Hayes
Conspirators Against Julius Caesar
Marcus Brutus _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ John Sipes
Cassi
Paul Sandberg
Casca
Charles Constant
Caius Ligarius
Michael Wollensak
Metellus Cimber
Troy Dunn
c·
Larry Eskridge
Friends of Brutus and Cassius
Lucilius _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ John Spears
Pindarus
Titinius
Portia, wife to Brutus
Lucius, a servant to Brutus

Troy Dunn
David Kortemeier
Pamela Klarup
Ab~ Sipes

Senators and Tribunes
Publius _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mike Mitchell
Popilius Le
John Spears
Flavius, a Tribune
Robert Caisley
Roman Townspeople
A Cobbler _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Michael Wollensak
A Carpenter
John Spears
Artemidorus
David Kortemeier
A Soothsayer
Reginald Hayes
Cinna, a Poe
David Kortemeier
Plebeians
Shira Piven
Matthew Alaksiewicz
Jana Barber
Robert Caisley
Elizabeth Forte
Mike Mitchell
John Spears

- There will be no intermission -

Director's Note
Myths are central to the human
experience, and Shakespeare's
tragedies dramatize some of the
most central myths of Western
culture: Hamlet, Othello,
Macbeth, Romeo and JulietJulius Caesar.
Shakespeare borrowed most of
his plots from existing sources.
For Julius Caesar he went to
Plutarch's Lives of Brutus, Caesar
and Antony, which he apparently
read in Sir Thomas North's translation, exploring a source known
to all Englishmen who had a
grammar school education. Of
course, his genius lies in the way
he arranged the events and
heightened their drama.
In our production we have cut
an already brief play to a performing time of less than two
hours. We hope this will have the
effect of making the tragedy even
more powerful.
We have emphasized the play's
paradox: in attempting to retain
the Republic, Brutus and his coconspirators contribute to the
destruction of the Republic and
the creation of an Empire. By
murdering Caesar, who aspires to
kingship, they immortalize him.
It is a political play that examines the reality that great events
grow out of the perceptions and
actions of individuals acting on
their very human motivations.
Brutus, the most idealistic of these
men, leads the conspiracy to protect the Republic and by murdering Caesar, creates an immortal.

JULIUS CAESAR
THE COIN OF CAESAR

PLUTARCH'S CAESAR

When the first Roman coins were cast, in about 290 B.C.,
they bore the image of an ox, and the Latin word for money,
pecunia, is taken from pecus, meaning "cattle." The stern
morality of the early Romans restricted them from glorifying
living persons by putting their images on coins. Then came
Julius Caesar. Caesar realized well the power that money
represented. He built much of his popularity among the people
and his armies through free distribution of money and honors.
Most of his early riches became a public fund for the reward
and encouragement of valor. The popularity bought with the
money taken during battle gave him the power to demand and
receive all the funds he needed from the Senate. This popularity eventually contributed to Caesar being given the power of
dictator in perpetuity. While the title of dictator had been used
for short-term crises, Caesar was the first Roman to be named
dictator for life. Perhaps because of his vanity, or his recognition of the power of money, or his interest in new approaches
(he revised the calendar system and invented new battle codes
and communications techniques), he disregarded the morality
of earlier times and had coins cast with his image upon them.
His image appears on a denarius, the Romans' primary silver
coin; it denotes him wearing the corona aurea, a triumphant
general's golden wreath of laurel leaves. The coin is inscribed
with: Caesar dict(ator) (in) Perpetuo, "dictator for life." After
Caesar was assassinated in 44 B.C., currency came to be used
blatantly by rival politicians as a means of self-advertisement.

My intent is not to write histories, but only lives. For the
noblest deeds do not always show men's virtues and vices,
but oftentimes a light occasion, a word, or some sport,
makes men's natural dispositions and manners appear
more plain than the famous battles won wherein are slain
ten thousand men, or the great armies, or cities won by
siege or assault
-Plutarch

Plutarch, born in Greece around 45 A.O., is the most
renowned of all biographers. He was a prolific writer on a
variety of subjects, but known primarily for his Lives - as
many as sixty-five biographies, of which only fifty survive,
including Alexander, Cicero, Caesar, and Antony. His writings
provide our present civilization with some of the greatest
insights into the early Greeks and Romans. In Shakespeare's
day, every schoolboy had read Plutarch and all who could read
and write were familiar with the events leading up to the story
of Julius Caesar.
Plutarch explored the inner man - the weaknesses, the
arrogance, the drives as did William Shakespeare. There is no
doubt that Shakespeare consulted Thomas North's English translation of Plutarch's Lives when writing Julius Caesar. Plutarch
supplied the history and ideas, and Shakespeare supplied the
drama. Plutarch wrote, "The virtues of these great men serve me
as a sort of looking-glass in which I may see how to adjust and
enrich my own life." Shakespeare's use of the mirror that theatre
holds up to life has enriched the lives of millions more.
Furthermore, there was a certain soothsayer that had
given Caesar warning long time afore, to take heed of
the day of the Ides of March, for on that day he
should be in great danger, That day being come,
Caesar going unto the Senate-house, and speaking
merrily to the soothsayer, told him, The Ides of
March be come: So be they, softly answered the
soothsayer, but yet are they not past.
- Plutarch's Lives

Caesar. The ides of March are come.
Soothsayer. Ay, Caesar, but not gone.
- Shakespeare's Julius Caesar

Thou sleepest Brutus, and art not Brutus indeed.
- Plutarch's Lives
Brutus, thou sleep'st. A wake, and see thyself!
- Shakespeare's Julius Caesar

First Of America Bank
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THANK YOU, CAL
Cal Pritner, who brought his dream of a Shakespeare Festival in
central Illinois to reality thirteen years ago, and has nurtured it into an
event that has gained national recognition as one of the top such Festivals in existence, will leave it all behind him at the end of this season.
Like an old ball-player, he says it's time to hang up the shoes and go
after other dreams. Appropriately, he is ending his tenure with the
Illinois Shakespeare Festival by directing one of his favorite Shakespeare plays, Julius Caesar.
During a break from rehearsals, Pritner stands in the doorway of
the Theatre Office, his feet spread wide, a coffee cup in one hand and a
smoldering pipe in the other. A baseball cap is pushed back on his
head. He speaks in the low, rumbling voice that is the delight of his
students at Illinois State University, who love to imitate him.
"Shakespeare," he says, "will survive and continue to draw audiences well into the 21st Century
and beyond because, it seems to
me anyway, that his work embodies and expresses the dominant
myths of this culture." He cocks
his head to one side and grins.
"Even people who have never
read Hamlet or Romeo and Juliet
still know the myths."
Back in the rehearsal hall,
Pritner exhorts the actors to, above
all, make the audience understand what they are hearing. The
term "audience accessibility"
doesn't seem quite appropriate.
That would imply that Shakespeare is obscure and hard to
grasp. He is not. Pritner believes
he has been obscured in the past
by bad acting. "If we do this play
in a straightforward manner, with no artificial 'Shakespearean contrivances,' it will be understandable and profoundly moving to
contemporary audiences. These characters," he says, "are essentially
realistic people who happen to speak in blank verse."
Pritner is unwavering in his commitment to clarity. John Sipes,
who has directed for the Festival and plays Brutus this season in Julius
Caesar, says Pritner spends an enormous amount of time coaching
actors in the proper use of the text, even to the extent of attending
virtually every rehearsal at the outdoor theatre, even those of plays he
does not direct, to make sure the actors can be heard and understood.
"By early June, one can always find Calvin seated in one of the far
comers of the theatre, baseball cap on head, note pad in hand,
diligently noting down every word he cannot hear - literally, every
word!"
Pritner is a sports enthusiast. As a young man he played semi-pro
baseball and was faced with a decision to play for the Cardinals or go
into theatre. On realistically assessing his athletic prowess, he says with
a laugh, he chose theatre. The jargon of sport, however, often creeps
into his speech when coaching actors. When a scene goes particularly
well, he describes it as "guts ball."

Pritner sees many analogies between sports and drama. "When a
batter steps into the box," he says tapping his forehead, "he's already
seen, up here, that ball sailing over the fence. If he hasn't, it won't
happen." It's the same with actors, he says; before they step on the
stage, they have to know what they want to go after and see themselves
getting it. That gives theatre its power.
Twenty-four years ago, Pritner was hired to join the newly-formed
Theatre Department at Illinois State University and four years later
became Department Chair. Current Department Chair John Stefano
says it was Pritner who expanded the program into one that "achieved
national recognition for the quality of its theatre training." It is a reputation that has been enhanced considerably by the success of Chicago's
Steppenwolf Company, composed primarily of I.S.U. graduates, that
has just received two Tonys,
live theatre's equivalent to the
Oscars, for its production of
Grapes of Wrath on Broadway.
It is a reputation that has been
enhanced by the production,
under Pritner's supervision and
in conjunction with the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival, of two
acclaimed educational videotape
series, Shakespeare on Stage
and Simply Poetry, to which
will be added a third this year,
From Page to Stage. It is a reputation, finally, that has been
enhanced by the formation of
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival
itself.
Pritner's devotion to
Shakespeare and his nononsense approach to his work
is what has given the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival its particular vitality. Frequent Festival director
Patrick O'Gara says, "The Festival has been his passion, his artistic
child and his prima.Jy-Fespoosibility."
But, as it is with all children, the time must come for the
Shakespeare Festival to stand on its own apart from the parent. Pritner
is retiring this year to pursue an acting career in Chicago. He will be
missed.
"It is hard to imagine that Cal is leaving,'' says Sipes. "He~the
Festival."
Jean Scharfenberg, who has taught with Pritner for twenty-four
years, adds, "I'll miss him; it's like losing a little brother."
Perhaps John Kirk, who, along with Scharfenberg, was hired by
Illinois State on the same day Pritner was, says it best, using the baseball jargon that is Pritner's trademark: "Cal throws 'em down the
center. It doesn't matter to him how something gets done as long as
it gets done, because they all look like line drives in the box score.
Now that it's time for Cal to hang 'em up, I wish him well. We'll miss
having him in the line-up."

Suzi Davis Travel
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Festival
Stage
Managers

Temporarily-transplanted Seattleite, David is thrilled to be working with his "second ISF." He
worked with the Idaho Shakespeare Festival from 1978-84.
Over the years he was an acting
company member, production
stage manager, director, and production manager. His favorite
outdoor Shakespeare experience
was being mobbed by a flock of
wayward ducks while playing
Jacques in As You Like It-a
fowl experience! David enjoys
"Normal life" with his acting/
baking wife Nancy and his two
beautiful daughters Alix(4) and
Molli(2)-they make every day
"such stuff as dreams are
made of."

SCOTT WALTERS
Editorial Assistant/Green
Show Speaker/ Associate Stage
Manager;
Scott returns for his fourth Festival season after holding the position of Associate Artistic Director
in 1989 and coordinating the
program and House Managing in
both 1987 and 1988. He was
selected the National Winner of
the 1988 American College Theatre Festival Criticism Competition
and attended the National Criticism Institute at the Eugene
O'Neill Theatre Center. Scott's
credits include directing The
Pirandello Project and The Shawl
at ISU as well as numerous productions as a freelance director in
Minneapolis. Scott is presently
attending the City University of
New York where he received a
fellowship to pursue his Ph.D.

NANCY BENJAMIN
Stage Manager-Julius Caesar
This is Nancy's fourth year with
the Festival. An instructor in the
ISU Theatre Department, Nancy
has been busy teaching Vocal
Technique and Movement for the
Actor and has directed University
productions both at ISU and at
Illinois Wesleyan during the past
seven years. Recently, she and
three other ISU faculty members
presented a very exciting production of Scenes from the Death of
Woyzeck in New York. Nancy
has a certificate from the Ecole
du Mime d'Etienne Decroux in
Paris.

JENNIFER S. RUDNICKE
Stage Manager-Much Ado
About Nothing
Working toward her B.A. in
Theatre Production Design and
Technology, Jennifer is no
stranger to Stage Management.
While attending ISU she has
managed such shows as The
Three Sisters, A Lie of the Mind,
A Midsummer Night's Dream,
and A Little Night Music. Jennifer
was also the Stage Manager for
the Woyzeck project and, this
past May, travelled to New York
with the production.

DAVID LEE-PAINTER
Stage Manager-The Rivals

Weaver's Rent-All
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MICKEY DiPIERO
Box Office Manager
Joining the Festival staff for his
first year, Mickey heads the sales
division of the Festival and manages all ticket sales, reservations,
and subscription orders. He was
Box Office Manager for the
1989-1990 Theatre Season at
ISU and also held the position of
Assistant Stage Manager for the
mainstage productions of The
House of Bernarda Alba and
A Little Night Music. Presently
Mickey is pursuing his B.A.
in Business Management and
Theatre Management.

University and most recently The
House of Bernarda Alba and The
Sea Horse here at ISU. Writing
credits include the plays Sister
and From All Things Evil which
he saw produet>,d at ISU and
two children's books entitled
O'Shaughnessey and The Ugly
Caterpillar.

Box Office Manager to fill subscription orders and make hotel
reservations. In her spare time
Jennifer likes to write poetry,
read and listen to music. Every
once in awhile she has been
known to try to act.

MAXGERWICK
Photographer
Max returns to the Festival for his
fourth ~on, having served as
photographer for the years 19871989. Max received his B.S. in
Art with a photography concentration from ISU and his photographs were exlnbited in the ISU
Student Annual Art Show in
1986 and 1987. He won first
place in the color slide category
of the 1986 Kodak-Pantagraph
Photo Contest. Max is currently a
freelance photographer.

SARAH ZWICK TAPLEY
Office Manager/Costume Shop
Technician
A newcomer to the Festival,
Sarah has the challenging job of
holding both Office Manager and
Costume Shop Technician positions which keep her very busy.
A Theatre Major at ISU, she has
performed in A Shayna Maitlel
and The House of Bernarda Alba
and was The Lady of the Manor
for the 1989 Madrigal Dinners.
This past June, Sarah's Uncovering the Past: A Celebration of
Womens History was on display
at the Up-Front Gallery.

SUKI SCHIERHOLZ
House Manager/Program
Guide Editor
Suki, pursuing her B.A. in Theatre Management at ISU, joins the
Festival Management Staff for her
first season. While at ISU she was
House Manager for An Enemy of
the People, A Little Night Music,
and The Thirteenth Thorn. A
Member of the Board of The
Phoenix Players in Kansas from
1985 to 1987, Suki has appeared
in / Ought To Be In Pictures and
The Phantom Gentleman. This
past year she has taken up radio
and has deejayed on college
stations in Kansas and Illinois.

JEREMY McGUIRE
Marketing Director
JENNIFER D. WILLIDTE
Assistant Box Office Manager

A Graduate Student and Instructor of Oral Interpretation and
General Theatre at ISU, Jerry
received his B.S. in Theatre in
1975, his M.S. in Theatre in
1977, and is currently working on
his M.F.A. In his long and productive career he has directed
shows like / Never Sang for my
Father and Come Back Little
Sheba at North Dakota State

Jennifer is a Theatre Major at
IS U and this is her first season
with the Festival. As Assistant
Box Office Manager, she helps
keep the Box Office running
smoothly by working with the

K. Robert Dooley, Shearson Lehman Hutton
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DAN BROWDER
Technical Director
An Assistant Professor of Theatre,
and Technical Director at ISU,
Dan received his M.F.A. in Theatre Technology from Indiana
University. Before coming to ISU
Dan worked as a technical director for theatres in Indiana, North
Carolina, and Oregon. He has
also worked as a scenic and lighting designer on productions such
as Light Up the Sky, The Three
Sisters, Little Shop of Hollors,
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Whose
Life is it Anyway, and most
recently designed the new rainstage for the Illinois Shakespeare
Festival.

JOSEPH W. CHAMPELLI
Assistant Technical Director

Seth, a double major of Theatre
Design and Technology and
Theatre Education at ISU, joins
the Festival staff for his first season. Holding this position is
nothing new for Seth who was
ISU Theatre's Master Electrician
for Light Up The Sky (1989),
School/or Scandal (1989), and A
Raisin in the Sun (1988). Among
his other credits, Seth has also
designed sound for An Enemy of
the People and was property master for Scenes from the Death of
Woyzeck.

Joe joins the Festival this year
with a B.S. in Theatre Production
from ISU. His design credits
include Lighting Design for the
world premiere of The Thirteenth
Thorn and Set Design for We
Won't Pay! We Won't Pay! Last
fall, Joe was the Assistant Set
Designer for ISU's productions of
A Midsummer Night's Dream and
Aunt Dan and Lemon.

JON D. JENKINS
Electrician/Carpenter

SEfflHIBLE
Master Electrician

DENNIS MAYS
Scene Shop Supervisor

SUSAN ANHALT THETARD
Costume Shop Manager

In his ninth season with the Festival, Dennis has been at ISU for
twenty-one years. For the past
seven years he has been Scene
Shop Supervisor for both the Festival and the Department of
Theatre. As Scene Shop Supervisor, Dennis is in charge of
organizing and running the shop
smoothly so that several sets can
be constructed efficiently at the
same time. Dennis resides in El
Paso with his wife, June, and
their three children, Meri, Jacy,
and Wesley.

Susan returns for her fourth
season with the Festival. Her first
three seasons saw her as Assistant
Costume Designer for Cymbeline
(1985), All's Well That Ends
Well (1988), and Costume
Designer for Romeo and Juliet
(1987). Susan holds a B.F.A. in
Theatre from lliinois Wesleyan
and an M.F.A. in Costume
Design from ISU. Susan manages
the ISU costume shop during the
school year as well as doing free
lance designing. A few of her
most recent design credits include
The Three Musketeers for
Chicago's Absolute Theatre, The
Effects of Gamma Rays on Manin-The-Moon Marigolds for Steppenwolf's education series, and
Jacques and his Master which she
co-designed with Frank Vybiral
for Chicago's Commons Theatre.
Susan and Frank have also cocurated the current Shakespeare
retrospective museum exhibit
now open in the Ewing Museum.
Susan thanks her husband Jon
and daughters, Stacia and Tiffany,
for all of their love and support.

Pursuing his B.A. in Theatre
Design from ISU, Jon's credits
include lighting prep for A Midsummer Night's Dream, An
Enemy of the People, and the
world premiere of The Thirteenth
Thom Before coming to ISU and
joining the Festival, Jon received
his A.A. in Humanities from
South Suburban College where
he also designed the lighting for
Love, Sex, and the IRS.

Westside Lumber Company
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To be or not to be
Starting from the arrow, follow Hamlet's famous speech through the maze
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Festival
Technicians
STEVE CORDLE

Scene Shop Technician
see Festival Designers

DAWN M. DeROHAN
Costume Shop Technician
Currently a junior studying
Theatre Education at ISU, Dawn
joins the Festival Staff for her first
season. While at ISU she has
worked as a stitcher on costumes
for the 1989-1990 season. Her
other credits include sound crew
for the world premiere of
Rachel's Night and light crew for
A Lie of the Mind and The Skin
of Our Teeth In January of this
year she became a member of
Chicago Model and Talent
Management at John Casablancas
Modeling and Career Center.

KATHLEEN EVANS
Costume Shop Technician

TIMOTHY J. MANN
Scene Shop Technician

A Communications Major at
ISU, Kathy joins the Festival
Staff for her first season.
Although a communications student, she is no stranger to theatre,
appearing in shows like Charley's
Aunt, Annie Get Your Gun, and
Hello, Dolly! with the Bloomington Community Players.

Currently working to complete
his B.S. in Theatre Design at ISU,
Tim joins up for his first season.
While at ISU he has been Properties Master for A Lie of the Mind
and A Midsummer Night's Dream
and was the Assistant Set
Designer for A Touch of the Poet
and the world premiere of The
Thirteenth Thom. Tim is the Set
Designer for The Third Richard,
an original script written by ISU
Instructor John Kirk, to be presented in the Spring of 1991.

After receiving her B.A. from
Upper Iowa University, Armie
came to ISU to pursue her
M.F.A. in Theatre Design. While
at UIU she worked on fifteen
shows and was the Set Designer
for eight of them. In the summer
of 1986 she held an internship at
The Old Creamery Theatre.
Armie worked in the ISU Scene
Shop during the 1989-1990
school year and was Properties
Master for A Little Night Music.
In her spare time she likes to
hunt deer.

DAGNE OLSBERG
Costume Shop Technician

PAWINEEKHONGKHAKUL
Costume Shop Technician
Coming from Bangkok, Thailand,
Pawinee joins the Festival for her
first year. While in Bangkok, she
studied Liberal Arts at Wattana
Wittaya Academy in 1984 and
Mass Communications (Broadcasting) at Thammassat University from 1984 to 1988. Presently
Pawinee is a Theatre Major at
ISU.

ARMELLA N. NEFZGER
Scene Shop Technician

M.A.B. Paint Stores
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Hailing from Tylldalen, Norway,
Dagne returns to the Festival for
her fourth season after serving as
Assistant Costume Designer for
Merry Wives of Windsor last
year. Having received a B.A. in
Theatre for Costume Design from
ISU in 1988, Dagne has designed
productions of The Three Sisters,
The Doctor In Spite of Himself,
Ever After, and Master Harold
and the Boys. She also assistant
directed Romeo and Juliet Dagne
will be receiving her M.A. in
Theatre this August.

SARAH ZWICK TAPLEY
Costume Shop Technician
see Management Staff

TERESA S. PRUITT
Costume Shop Technician

MISSY SKELTON
Costume Shop Technician

ANGELA WEBER
Scene Shop Technician

A native of Kansas City, Teri
returns to the Festival for her
second season. She presently
holds her B.A. in Theatre from
Washburn University and is
working on her M.F.A. in Costume Design at ISU. Teri's work
as Costume Designer was seen at
Washburn in Amadeus and she
also designed Cotton Patch
Gospel and A Coupla White
Chicks Sitting Around Talking at
the Topeka Civic Center. Most
recently she designed the costumes for We Won't Pay! We
Won't Pay! and was Assistant
Costume Designer for A Midsummer Night's Dream. With a
minor in Art, Teri enjoys drawing
in her spare time.

From Pueblo, Colorado, and currently pursuing her M.F.A. from
ISU, Missy joins the Festival staff
for her second year. Missy
designed costumes for ISU's Light
Up the Sky and was Assistant
Designer for the world premiere
of The Thirteenth Thorn. Missy
also designed costumes for A
Midsummer Night's Dream and
The Seagull at Olivet College
where she received her B.A. in
Theatre. Missy served as the Costume Shop Supervisor at Olivet
for two years and has also stage
managed productions of Godspell
and Bus Stop there.

A senior at ISU, Angie is pursuing her B.S. in Theatre Production and Design. While at ISU
she has worked as Property Master for Light Up The Sky and We
Won't Pay! We Won't Pay! for
which she was also the Scenic
Artist. This fall Angie will be the
Set Designer for the Tribute to
Beckett.

IBOMAS IBOMPSON
Scene Shop Technician
Returning to the Festival for his
second season, Tom has just
received his B.A. in Theatre Production and Design from ISU. In
1988 he received his Associate
Degree in Technical Theatre from
Joliet Junior College. While at
JJC Tom served as Scene
Designer for Close Ties, Heiress,
and Talent for Murder. He
recently formed Fiasco Productions and designed The Phantom
of the Opera for a private party in
Chicago.

The Lexington Bank
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Festival
Facts
Rain Policy
Rain Prior to Performance

The Rainstage is back! A special
indoor version of the Festival
Theatre has been constructed and
is located in Westhoff Theatre, at
the comer of School and Beaufort
Streets in Normal. If weather
conditions prevent a performance
at Ewing Manor, the performance
will be moved indoors. Listen to
WJBC-AM (1230), WIHN-FM
(96), or WGLT-FM (89.1) after
5:30 p.m. for notification of the
move indoors. Parking attendants
at Ewing Manor will be able to
direct you to Westhoff Theatre.

MICHAEL SCHWARTZKOPF
Director-Madrigal Singers

BARBARA ACKER
Dramaturg/Vocal Coach
Barbara joins the Festival this
year to help actors with background material on the plays
along with working on accents,
diction and projection. Barbara
has a Ph.D. in Theatre from
Wayne State University and has
taught voice for 14 years along
with active work with the Voice
and Speech Trainers Association
(VASTA). In addition to teaching, Barbara has experience as a
director, actor, theatre technician,
dancer and costume designer at
such places as the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Alley Theatre,
Hilberry Theatre, and the Cider
Mill Playhouse. Barbara joined
the ISU Theatre faculty this past
year and this is her first year with
the Festival.

In his third year with the Festival,
Michael is the Director of Choral
Activities in the ISU Department
of Music. In addition to the Madrigal Singers, he conducts the
Concert Choir and the Civic
Chorale and teaches courses in
Conducting and Choral Music.
He has also been seen as a guest
lecturer, adjudicator, and festival
conductor throughout the United
States and Canada. Michael is
quite active as a singer having
been the tenor soloist performing
in all of Austria for the Classical
Music Seminar. Michael resides
in Normal with his wife, Marilyn,
and his children Heather and
Chad.

Rain During Performance
If unexpected weather conditions
are deemed dangerous during a
performance which is being held
outdoors, the play will be
stopped. Patrons will be able to
redeem their ticket stubs at the
Box Office for a make-up performance during the week of
August 5-11 only if the play is
stopped during the first hour of
the performance. If the play is
stopped after the first hour, the
evening will be considered complete. No refunds can be made for
any performance.

RONDA SOWERS
Assistant to the Executive
Director
This is Ronda's first year with the
Festival. Ronda is a resident of
Bloomington-Normal and is a
junior at ISU. She is majoring in
accounting and anticipates
receiving her B.S. in 1991.

Metzler Froelich Memorial Home
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Festival Policies
• Cameras and picnic baskets are
not allowed in the theatre.
• Patrons are asked to refrain
from walking on the stage at all
times.
• Latecomers will not be seated
until a suitable break in the
performance.
• Smoking is not allowed in the
theatre or its immediate area.
• Thank you for helping us maintain the beauty of the Ewing
Manor and the Festival Theatre.

Box Office
Westhoff Theatre Box Office
(Comer of School and Beaufort
Streets in Normal) is open 12:005:00 p.m. Monday-Friday. Ewing
Box Office (Ewing Courtyard) is
open 6:30-8:00 p.m. on Performance Evenings. Box Office
Phone Number: (309) 438-2535

Concessions
Concessions are available prior to
each performance and during
intermission at the Ewing Courtyard. T-Shirts will also be on sale
prior to each performance.

Restrooms
Restrooms are located on the
north side of Ewing Manor, lower
level.

FESTIVAL FEATURES
Monday Night Concerts

Picnics/Green Show

The Department of Music continues its free Monday Night
Concerts in the Ewing Manor Courtyard this season. All performances begin at 8:00 p.m. and seating is limited, so come early to
reserve a seat or bring your own lawn chair. In case of rain, the
concert will be cancelled.

The grounds are open for picnicking at 6:00 p.m. Guests
may bring their own picnics and enjoy the open grounds of
Ewing Manor. At about 7:00 p.m., the evening's pre-show entertainment begins with a performance by the Illinois Shakespeare
Festival's resident jester - Phil Johnson. The ISU Madrigal
Singers then entertain patrons, followed at 7:30 p.m. by an introduction to the evening's production by Scott Walters. When
weather conditions bring the Festival indoors, there will be no
Green Show, but the Madrigal Singers will perform immediately
before the performance.

July 9
Peter Schuetz, baritone selections from musicals
Joan Schuetz, soprano selections from operettas
Douglas Rubio, classical guitar Variations on a Theme ofMozartFemando Sor
Jill Rubio, flute Short Pieces-Leo Brower
Four Excursions-Frederick Hand
Selections from Mountain SongsRobert Beaser

July 16
Aris Chavez, clarinet TBA
Rodney Miller, bass-baritone The Glory Road-Spiritual
Pina Mozzani, mezzo-soprano selections from musicals
Erzsebet Gaal, harp Evening in the Country-Bela Bartok
Concert Etude in eh minor-Felix
Godefroid
Automne-Marcel Grandjany
Lolita, the Dancer-Marcel Toumier

July 23
Tim Hurtz, oboe Sonata for Oboe-Francis Poulenc
Bonnie Pomfret, soprano Canary Cantata-Telemann
Art Lewis, viola Bach Suite for Viola
Donald Armstrong, bass-baritone TBA

July 30
Amy Gilreath, trumpet

From the Shores of the Mighty
Pacific-Herbert L. Clarke
The Debutante-Clarke
Bill Koehler, double bass Andante Cantabile-Nardini
Elegi-Bottesini
Valse Miniature-Koussevitsky
Valeri Grokhovski, piano TBA
James Boitos, saxophone TBA

The Madrigal Singers

Gary Wellman - Series Coordinator
(Performers and programs are subject to change)

The Madrigal Singers are beginning their 35th year at ISU.
In addition to their Festival performances and annual holiday
Madrigal Dinners, the singers make frequent tours abroad.

Ewing Museum of Nations
The Ewing Museum of Nation is located in the northeast
wing of the Manor, and is open special hours during the run of
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, Tuesday through Sunday, 6:007:45 p.m. For more information about the current exhibit, see
page 9.

Hans Damkoehler
ClifIDerix
Joanna Easley
Lydia Easley
April Faires

Christopher Fuller
Elisabeth Honn
AmyKuczin
Michael Leitz
Denise Lent
Tom Mindock

Jason Morgan
Julie Peck
Scott Schoonover
C. Scott Wyatt
Ginta Zvilius

Director of Madrigal Singers - Michael Schwartzkopf

Snyder Real Estate
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A LASTING LEGACY
Hazle Buck Ewing, a pioneer
in the field of women's rights,
community action and world
peace, was born on December 25,
1880. Her father, Orlando J.
Buck, co-founded the Wrigley
Gum Company. After earning a
Ph.D. from the University of
Chicago in 1902 and becoming
active in the women's suffrage
movement, she embraced several
local projects when she moved to
Bloomington with her husband in
1907. A lifelong member of the
League of Women Voters, Mrs.
Ewing also made generous contributions to the establishment of
the Illinois Wesleyan School of
Nursing, the development of
Victory Han and the Lucy Orme
Morgan home, and the preservation of Funk's Grove.
International relations was also
one of Mrs. Ewing's abiding
interests. She established the
School of Nations at Principia
Conege in Elsah, 111inois, and was
an ardent supporter of the League
of Nations and the United
Nations.
Ewing Manor itself is yet
another legacy from Hazle Buck
Ewing. A Bloomington-Normal

landmark affectionately nicknamed "The Castle," the Manor
served as the family residence
from its completion in 1929 until
Mrs. Ewing's death forty years
later.
The Manor was designed in a
"Channel Norman" style by
Bloomington architect Phil
Hooten. The landscaping and the
formal garden on the south lawn
near Emerson Street were done
by the gardener who designed the
Lincoln Memorial Garden in
Springfield. Recently, a Japanese
architect and two assistants, under
the supervision of Douglas Smith
of Landscape Designs and in conjunction with the BloomingtonNormal Sister Cities Committee,
enlarged and relocated the beautiful Japanese Garden that had been
hidden behind the Festival Stage.
Today Ewing Manor is administered by the ISU Foundation, a
not-for-profit corporation chartered by the State of Illinois. The
Manor and the Ewing Museum of
Nations are a lasting legacy to
Hazle Buck Ewing and her dedication to the present and future
contributions of ISU to international relations.
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FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS
Mr. and Mrs. William Beadles
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beich
Mr. Allan Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bloomer
John and Millie Boaz
Walter Bock
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Bohrer
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Callis
Dr. and Mrs. Valjean M. Cashen
Alice Cherry
Mina Coy
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dammers
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. Deitch
Dr. Alice L. Ebel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Endress
Dennesa Ernst
Marcia Escott
Mary L. Etrick
Mr. and Mrs. E. Graham Evans
Tom Fitch
Stephen Friedberg
Dr. Mona J. Gardner
Gayle Gerard
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordon
William and Patricia Grogg
Marion H. Hamlet
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Hathway
Mr. and Mrs. H. William Hey
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Holloway
Gary and Wanda Hoover
Tom and Ellen Howe
Mr. and Mrs. William Hull
Virgil R. Hutton
Francis Irvin
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant H. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jackson
Don Jacobson
Milford Jochums

The Illinois Shakespeare Festival would not be celebrating its 13th
season if it were not for the support of the organizations listed below.
We gratefully thank all of their members, both past and present, for their
time and efforts on our behalf.

The Illinois
Shakespeare Society
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival, the Society is a membership organization made up
of individuals and businesses who see the Festival as an important cultural resource for Bloomington-Normal, McLean County and all of Central
Illinois. The Society has developed an active membership which has been
essential to the Shakespeare Festival's continued growth and increasing
artistic quality.
(Contributions received after the printing of the Festival Program will be
acknowledged in next season's publication.)
PATRONS
Daily News-Tribune/LaSalle, lliinois
Paul A. Funk Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Ewing
Illinois State University Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Phares O'Daffer
State Farm Insurance
Target Stores
Town of Normal
Guido and Anna Zeller
SUSTAINING
Paul and Sharon Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bates
Douglas Bey
Judie Bey
Michael A. Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Dargan
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Duffy
Dean and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb
Robert and Sharon Harmon
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Bilfinger
Frank and Gigi Miles
Dr. and Mrs. Earl Reitan
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Ringer
Mrs. Edward B. Rust
Susan Silvey
John and Sally Stefano
Mildred Templeton
SUPPORTING
Mr. and Mrs. Ted T. Allsup
John and Sharon Amdall
Karen Ament
B. McLean Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. William Bach
Edward Barnes
Mrs. Lucile H. Beich
Mr. and Mrs. John Bernstein
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Bolen
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bone
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Bourland
B. L. Brenneman & S. B. Carter
Donna J. Deany
Mr. and Mrs. John Dirks
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dooley
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Edmondson
Alexis Edwards
Lawrence and Christine Eggan
First Federal Savings and Loan

Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Franklin
Mr. and Mrs. John Freese
Mr. E.D. Funk, Jr.
Friends of the Arts
Mrs. Isabel Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Goldrick
Paul and Sandra Harmon
Alan Holt
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Hoopes
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Jacob
John and Margaret Kirk
E. Melba Kirkpatrick
Dr. and Mrs. A. Edward Livingston
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Meek
Dr. Dixie L. Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mintel
Dr. and Mrs. Ben Moore
Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ocheltree
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stafford Peacock
Richard and Annika Peterson
Cecil and Marjorie Petty
Stephen Porter
John and Jerry Pratt
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon P. Prenzler
Cal Pritner
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Steele
Marlys and Harry Stem
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stevenson
Dr. and Mrs. David Strand
Faraday and Elaine Strock
Dr. and Mrs. John Stutzman
Dr. James Swanson
Nancy Swanson
Mr. and Mrs. Wako Takayasu
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Tick
Michael Ubl
Dr. and Mrs. Carson Varner
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Watson
Mr . .and Mrs. James E. Welch
Mr. and Mrs. Gay! Wyss
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Yoder

Sheri Jones
David F. Kephart
Jim and Beth Kincaid
Mr. and Mrs. Donald LaCasse
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Lamb
Ruth Lawrence
Marcia LeBreton
Anthony and Sue Liberia
Dr. Sun San Lin
Mrs. Ya Chang Lin
Mary T. Melind
Susan Jean Michel
Dr. E. Joan Miller
Martha T. Miller
Jim and Mary Morstadt
Ruth Novosad
Margaret Parret
Garth and Sheryl Piercy
Sharon J. Prokuski
Leslie Quiram
Mary Richmond
J. William and Carol Ruyle
Jim and Nancy Amos Schulte
Mr. and Mrs. William Semlak
Carol Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. Ray M. Smith
Roberta Summer
John C. Tarter
Dr. Thomas Theobald
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Trowitch
Ann Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vanden-Eynden
Carol A. Vogel
Michael White
Janette Whitman
Donna Jo Willett
Ruth Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yurieci

The Illinois State
University Foundation
The Illinois State University Foundation is a not-for-profit
corporation chartered by the State of Illinois for the sole purpose
of serving the University. The Foundation is authorized~ hold
funds in trust, invest such funds and use the return of the investments or the capital for the support of scholarships, ~ty
research and other educational and related activities. It IS through
the ISU Foundation that the Festival has been allowed to utilize
picturesque Ewing Manor as its theatre site.
Mr. E. Burton Mercier,
Chairman
Mr. Richard Lenahan,
Vice-Chairman
Mr. Richard Johnson,
Secretary/Treasurer
Mrs. Ann Baughan
Mr. J. D. Bergman
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bloom
Mr. Bruce Breitweiser
Mr. Larry Clore
Dr. J. Anthony Dustman
Dr. Alice L. Ebel
Mr. John Goldrick
Mr. Craig Hart
Mr. Tom Heimsoth

CONTRIBUTING
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baierbach
Wilson P. Banks
Mr. and Mrs. Royal J. Bartrum
Kathleen C. Bassi

Armstrong Realty
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Dr. G. Alan Hickrod
Mr. Thomas Jacob
Mr. Eugene Jontry
Mr. James Knecht
.
Mr. Richard A. McCallisU:r
Mrs. Nancy Merwin
Mr. Stan Ommen
Mr. Rex Parker
Dr. Dan Scott
Dr. David Strand
Mr. Terrence Sykes
Mr. Dave Templeto~
Mr. Vincent J. Trosmo
Dr. Thomas W ~
Mr. w. Charles Witte
Ms. Margaret Woulfe

Let Us Challenge You • • •
Experience the joy, the pain, the passion and the magic of live Theatre all year long!

Fall 1990
AN EVENING OF
SAMUEL BECKETT

Featuring some of Beckett's
finest one-act plays
Sept. 28-30, Oct. 2-7
Allen Theatre
PYGMALION

George Bernard Shaw's
classic award-winning comedy
Oct. 19-21, 23-28
Westhoff Theatre
WHITE BONED DEMON

Special guest director Leslie
Mohn comically reinterprets
Ibsen's A Doll's House in terms
of contemporary Chinese radical
feminism
Nov. 16-18, 27-30, Dec. 1, 2
Westhoff Theatre
B. BEAVER ANIMATION

Ground-breaking theatre,
created by special guest director
Lee Breuer
Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 2, 4-9
Allen Theatre

Ewing Festival 1990
EWING MANOR
Emerson & Towanda Avenue

Bloomington, Illinois
Art Sales/Displays

Festi-Feast
Demonstrations
Mosic
Children's Area
Entertainment
September 22 and 23, 1990

.c:· ./'
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All year long, the best in theatre is available
to you. Illinois State Theatre, the production
program of the highly-acclaimed Theatre Department at Illinois State University, presents a season
of quality, challenging theatre that can't be
matched.
You've seen past members of the Theatre
Department on TV (Gary Cole, Laurie Metcalf,
Judith Ivey), in movies (Summne Douglas, John
Malkovich) and recently at the Tony Awards
(Tony nominees Terry Kinney, Gary Sinese, and
most of Chicago's famed Steppenwolf Theatre
Company, creators of Grapes of Wrath). Now
join our current students, faculty and guest artists
for the best in theatre right here in BloomingtonNormal.
Lee Breuer, principal member of New York's
avant-garde theatre ensemble Mabou Mines and
creator of Gospel at Co/onus, and Leslie Mohn,
known for her interpretive work in pieces such as
White Boned Demon, join Illinois State Theatre as
special guest directors this fall. Both are acclaimed
as translators who make plays meaningful in other
contexts, cultures, and times than those for which
the works were originally written. Their productions will be exciting, challenging, and unlike any
you have seen in this area.
We lost a special playwright, Samuel
Beckett, this year and we will start off the season
with an evening of his one-act plays. Two masterful comedies (Pygmalion and Madwoman of
Chai/lot) will delight you; Mozart's famous opera
(Cosi Fan Tutte) will get you singing; Athol
Fugard's powerful play (A Lesson from Aloes)
will, hopefully, disturb you. We end up the season
with ISU playwright/director John Kirk's view of
Richard III (The Third Richard). It's a season of
excitement, of fun, of breaking the bounds of
traditional theatre. Let us challenge you!
Season subscription brochures will be available in August. For more information, call (309)
438-2535 or write: Illinois State Theatre, Department of Theatre - ISU, Normal, IL 61761-6901

Spring 1991
MADWOMANOF
CHAILLOT

A poetic and comic fable by
Jean Giraudoux, amazingly
appropriate today.
Feb. 22-24, 26-28, Mar. 1-3
Westhoff Theatre
A LESSON FROM
ALOES

Athol Fugard explores racial
tensions in South Africa
Mar. 22-24, 26-31
Allen Theatre
COS/ FAN TUTTE

Celebrate Mozart's bicentennial
with his famous opera, in conjunction with ISU's acclaimed
Music Department
Apr. 5-7, 11-13
Westhoff Theatre
THE THIRD RICHARD

John Kirk (director, Much Ado)
shows Shakespeare's famous
character in a new light
Apr. 26-28, 30, May 1-5
Allen Theatre

This is just a start - Almost every
day of the year you can see the best
in Art, Music and Theatre at ISU exlnbits at the Center for Visual Arts
Galleries and ISU Museum, concerts
and recitals at Kemp Auditorium,
Freestage Theatre Productions in
unusual settings, opera,art demonstrations, stage combat, guest artists,
film series, and much more. For
more information, contact the
College of Fine Arts, ISU, Normal,
IL 61761-6901. (309) 438-8321

